Report of the Committee on Nominations for Elective Standing Faculty Committees for 2008-09

In preparing the slate of nominees for elective faculty standing committees, the Committee on Nominations used the following procedures:

1. Preference sheets were prepared and distributed electronically to the faculty. The first, second and third choices were tabulated from 124 returns out of a possible 824 (This number includes all persons holding faculty rank including administrators and those on sabbatical).

2. Persons completing the preference sheet comprised the major pool of nominees. Faculty who submitted preference sheets but could not be placed because the desired committee(s) lacked vacancies from their particular school/college, department or division were individually contacted regarding their willingness to serve on alternative committees for which there were vacancies. All faculty were informed of remaining vacancies by E-mail and encouraged to submit additional nominees. Others were contacted and nominated as needed. Attempts were made to achieve continuity and balance in committee membership.

Nominations from the floor may be made at the Faculty Senate meeting, March 27, 2008. Please contact the person(s) you wish to nominate prior to the meeting to obtain their consent.

If any of the information listed in this report is incorrect, please report it to the Office of the Secretary of the University (x5988).
Academic Planning and Budget Committee

Social Sciences

One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one. Candidates

- Allen, Mike, PROF COMM SS
- Mahry, Edward, ASSOC COMM SS

Continuing Members
- Anderson, Margo, PROF HIST 10
- Walker, Cindy, ASSOC EDUSPY 10
- Warner, Beth, (P-A) ACAD 10
- Doudna, Jennifer, (P-A) LS 09
- Lipson, Michael, ASSOC PHIL 09
- Solomon, Donald W., ASSOC MATH 09
- Xue, Rob, ASSOC FILM 09

ASC Member: 08 ASC

Chair, APCC: OTHER Ex-Officio
Chair, GFC: OTHER Ex-Officio
Dean: OTHER Ex-Officio
Provost/Rep: OTHER Ex-Officio
Univ Comm Rep: OTHER Ex-Officio

Academic Policy Committee

Two to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than three. Candidates

- Gillian, Alice, ASSOC ENGL AH
- Holch, Maria, ASST INFO PR
- Schlueter, Jennie, ASST FLL AH
- Stuhlm, Marcello, ASST ART AH
- Waelstron, Jon, PROF MUSI AH
- Zhao, Tian, ASST ENGL AH

Continuing Members
- Holmes, Thomas, PROF CHEM 10
- Winkler, Erin, ASST APRI 10
- Chakrabarti, Prateek, ASSOC ECON 09
- Hindle, Brian, (P-A) BUS 09
- Sowdaniyan, Murali, ASST SOCI 09

Additional Dean: OTHER Ex-Officio
Dean - L&S: OTHER Ex-Officio
Graduate Dean: OTHER Ex-Officio

Academic Program and Curriculum Committee

Arts and Humanities

Two to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than two. Candidates

- Robinson, William, ASST PHIL AH
- Ray, Gregory, PROF ENGL AH
- Weisstron, Jon, PROF MUSI AH

Continuing Members
- Brey, Colin, ASSOC CURR 10
- Bouhali, John, ASSOC ENGS 10
- Costello, Carrie, ASSOC SOCI 10
- Deitz, Kathryn, PROF COMM 10
- Falco, Suzanne, ASSOC NURS 10
- Nofs, John, ASSOC HEALS 10
- Knecht, Mary, ASSOC NURS 09
- Hopper, Andrea, ASSOC HIST 09
- Pak, Peter, ASST PHYS 09
- Ratka, Valerie, ASST PHYS 09

Dean: OTHER Ex-Officio

Natural Sciences

One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one. Candidates

- Cameron, Barry, ASSOC CHEM NS
- Solomon, Donald W., ASSOC MATH NS

Continuing Members
- Brey, Colin, ASSOC CURR 10
- Bouhali, John, ASSOC ENGS 10
- Costello, Carrie, ASSOC SOCI 10
- Deitz, Kathryn, PROF COMM 10
- Falco, Suzanne, ASSOC NURS 10
- Nofs, John, ASSOC HEALS 10
- Knecht, Mary, ASSOC NURS 09
- Hopper, Andrea, ASSOC HIST 09
- Pak, Peter, ASST PHYS 09
- Ratka, Valerie, ASST PHYS 09

Dean: OTHER Ex-Officio

Professions

One to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than one. Candidates

- Lowrey, Christine, ASSOC SOCW PR
- Sobolew, Konstantin, ASSOC CIVI PR

Social Sciences
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One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Alese, Mike PROF COMM SS

Admissions and Records Policy Committee
Five to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Deal, Kimberly, ASSOC ART 10
Folts, Laura, (P-A) ACD 10
Rosa, Barbara, ASSOC CORR 09
Dauer, John, (P-A) ACD 09
Huntsman, Carol, ASSOC OCC 09
Dean of Student, OTHER Ex-Officio
Enrl Services Dir, OTHER Ex-Officio
Graduate Dean, OTHER Ex-Officio

Affirmative Action in Faculty Employment Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Crampton, Faith, ASSOC ADM 09
Lowery, Christa, ASSOC SOCW 09
Post, Linda, ASSOC Curr 09
Wolfram, Dietmar, PROF INFO 09

Continuing Members
Brown, Karen, ASSOC MATH 10
Sawyer, Kristina, ASSOC CHEM 10
Thompson-Harris, Cora, ASSOC HIST 09

Athletic Board
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Gable, F. J., Prof. EXCO 09
Pease, Neal, ASSOC HIST AH

Continuing Members
Gable, F. J., CPA PSD 10
Johnson, J. F., RN, ASSOC NURS 10
Kearns, Mark, ASSOC ARCH 10
Lehman, Peter, ANA, ASSOC ANS 09
Stafford, Virginia, ASSOC OCC 10
Torres, Jose, ASSOC DECW 09
Wood, Douglas, ASSOC PSYCH 09
Wheath, Brenda, (P-A) BUS 09
Alumni Assn, OTHER Ex-Officio
Asst Dean OTHER Ex-Officio
Athletic Director OTHER Ex-Officio
Fac ATHL Rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Awards and Recognition Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Cheen, Junhao, ASST MECH NS
Hoff, Tamara, BFA, ASSOC PSYCH 06

Continuing Members
Allard, Jasmata, ASST HIST 10
Jordan, John, ASSOC COMM 09
Palfrey, William, Jr. ASST CRIM 09
Rie, Hap, PROF ASST 09

Category B Academic Staff Review Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Arnold, Dayo, PROF MECH NS
Griffiths, Lee Ann, ASSOC ART AH

Continuing Members
Kubera, Lawrence, ASSOC PHD 10
Nile, Steven, (P-A) SOIS 10
Hodges, Steven, (P-A) GRAD 09
Pinner, Paula, PROF CONS DIS 09
White, Stephen, (P-A) PSD 09

Codification Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
David, George, PROF ECSC NS
Hirohu, David, PROF ECSC NS

Continuing Members
Huntzicker, David, PROF HIST 10
Sawyer, MaryLu, ASSOC CONS DIS 09
Leventhal, Tamara, ASSOC INFO 09
Divisional Committee
Arts and Humanities
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
    Mercer, Stephen, PROF HIST AH
    Veiten, Leslie, PROF ART AH
    Weten, William, ASSOC THEA AH
    Zwick, Bernard, ASSOC MUSI AH

Natural Sciences
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
    Amos, Ronald F., PROF MECH NS
    Harman, James, ASSOC ECS NS
    Jon, Tien-Ching, Dr., ASSOC MECH NS
    Tsuch, Wilfred, PROF CHIM NS

Professions
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
    Finan, Patrick, ASSOC GUVP PR
    Kinser, Mary, ASSOC NURS PR
    Lowery, Christine, ASSOC SOCW PR
    Walker, Thomas, ASSOC INFO PR

Social Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
    Green, Donald, ASSOC SOCI ES
    Holbrook, Thomas, PROF POLI ES

Economic Benefits Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
    Peeters, Susan, ASSOC NURS PR
    Reif, John, ASSOC MECH NS

Extension Policy Committee
Professions
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
    Proctor, Linda, ASSOC CURR PR

Faculty Appeals and Grievances Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
    Daniels, Christine, PROF GUVP PR
    Medora, Mary Kay, PROF HEALAHM PR
    Sten, John, ASSOC HEALCS PR

Continuing Members
    Begun, Audrey, PROF SOCW 10
    Base, Loy, ASSOC ECON 10
    Belin, Janis, ASSOC HEALCS 10
    Bielen, George, ASSOC PHYS 10
    Bielen, Jeffrey, PROF ARTHIST 10
    Lehal, Jane, PROF NURS 10
    Lyhares, Pernie, ASSOC DANC 10
    McElvee, Mark, PROF BIOL 10
    More, John, PROF PSY 10
    Pritchard, David, PROF JOUR 10
    Rupisha, Krizel, PROF HIST 10
    Trumperman, Charles, ASSOC COMM 10
    Avel, Fredric, PROF MATH 09
    Audiberty, Kalman, ASSOC ANTH 09
    Buxton, Hector, ASSOC CIVI 09
    Davis, Barbara, Dr., ASSOC ADMS 09
    Day, Howard, PROF GEOG 09
    Kneaz, Judith, ASSOC GEOG 09
    Pletz, Patrick, PROF ENGL 09
    Balthasar, Harvey, PROF ARCH 09

Continuing Members
    Dinag, Ascoop, ASSOC MECH 10
    Diede, John, (P-B) CIAS 10
    Famili, Anthony, (P-A) ACAD 10
    Hau, Huan, William, PROF APH 10
    Keltner, Michelle, ASSO FREM 09
    Kies, Catherine, (P-B) LS 09
    Hopkins, James, ASSOC HIST 09
    Adv Ed OTHER Ex-Officio
    UC Rep OTHER Ex-Officio

Continuing Members
    Dinan, George, PROF ECONS 10
    Pritchard, David, PROF JOUR 10
    Roddaway, Joseph, ASSOC HIST 10

Continuing Members
    Dolan, Kathleen, PROF POLI 10
    Storer, Loretta, ASSOC THEA 10
    Suzuki, Ichiro, PROF ECONS 10
    Eichler, Robert, PROF CHEM 09
Faculty Rights and Responsibilities Committee
Two to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than two.
Candidates
Relish, John  ASSOC MECH NS
Beavon, Kevin  ASSOC MECH NS

Faculty Senate
Arts and Humanities
Five to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than five.
Candidates
Ahles, Anita L.  ASSOC HIST AH
Crauford, Elizabeth  ASSST FIL AH
Gardner, Lee Ann  ASSOC ART AH
Kilmann, Alice  ASSOC ENGL AH
Hartman, Kristin  ASSOC ENGL AH
Hayes, Stephen  PROF HIST AH
Bel-DiVal, Gudrun  ASSOC SPAN AH
Broder, Gillian  ASSST MUSI AH
Schulte, Jeanne  ASSST FIL AH
Welshon, Jon  PROF MUSI AH

Natural Sciences
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
Cameron, Barry  ASSOC GEOG NS
Frederick, Glen G.  ASSOC GEOG NS
Lymar, Paul  ASSOC PHYS NS
Relish, John  ASSOC MECH NS
Reiner, Kevin  ASSOC MECH NS
Richard, Paul  PROF BIOL NS
Wang, Weitong  ASSST ECEC NS
Zhao, Tian  ASSST ECEC NS

Professors
Five to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than five.
Candidates
Alderson, Vassil  ASSST ADMN PR
Burkase, Robert  ASSOC BIOLCNS PR
Dunlop, Christine  PROF GOVAFR PR
Hurewitz, Farah  ASSOC GOVAFR PR
Kempf, Mary  ASSOC NURS PR
Lopiedro, Thomas  ASSOC INFO PR
Niles, John  ASSOC HUMN PR
Robelov, Konstantin  ASSOC CIVIL PR
Stefan, Virlin  ASSOC OCCU PR

Continuing Members
Beal, Terrance, Gerald Dr. PROF BIOL 10
Kilmer, Lawrence  ASSOC PHYS 10
Pedretti, Deborah  ASSOC SOCW 09
Sand, Peter  ASSOC ENGL 09
Stenslie, Patricia  PROF NURS 09

Continuing Members
Anderson, Marcy  PROF HIST 10
Azzam, Basma  ASSOC ENGL 10
Gupta-Rana, Parveen  ASSOC MATH 10
Hayes, Jeffrey  PROF ART AH 10
North, Larry  PROF ADMN 10
Deborah, Kristin  ASSST MUSI 10
Walker, Chad  ASSOC ENGL 10
Walker, Thomas  ASSOC INFO 10
Windler, Erin  ASSST SCI 10
Allen, Mike  PROF COMM 02
Coffey, Dara  ASSST ARTH 09
Day, Michael  PROF GEOG 09
Dr. Studio, Christopher  ASSST GEOG 09
Hilgendorf, Eugene, Jr., PhD, RN  ASSOC NURS 09
Jung, Tien-Chien, Dr.  ASSOC MECH 09
Khalaf, Andrew  ASSOC ENGL 09
Kline, Phyllis  PROF OCCU 09
Krep, Joyce F.  ASSOC ARTH 09
M町, Devendra K.  PROF ECE 09
Sib, Carol  ASSOC NURS 09
Peters, David H. Dr., Ph.D.  PROF CHEM 09
Schwartz, Mark  PROF GEOG 09
Sibson, Daniel W.  ASSOC MATH 09
Stagg, Joseph  ASSOC ARCH 09
Wadlow, Brian  ASSOC ARCH 09
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Van Horn, Winstead, PROF APRI PR

Social Sciences
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term. 
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
Amich, Franklin, PROF ECON SS
Steenstra, Luch, ASSOC SOCI SS
Kent, David, ASSOC ECON SS
Takes, Robert, PROF ANTH SS
McCarty, Linda, ASSOC GEOG SS
Veler, William, PROF SOCI SS

Graduate Faculty Committee
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term; 1 from Education, 2 from L&S, 1 from Social Welfare.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
Adorno, Mosul, ASSST ADMN PR
Allen, Mike, PROF COMM SS
Austin, Bob, ASSOC HIST AH
Broke, Karen, ASSOC MATH NS
Chapman, Thedora, ASSST CURR PR
Cove, Elisabeth, ASSST FLL AH
Heathington, Tracey, ASSST ANTH SS
Kadushin, Goldie, ASSOC SOWC PR
Kees, Maureen, ASSOC EXCE PR
Legowy, Christine, ASSOC SOWC PR
Wu, Changshan, ASSST GEOG SS

Honorary Degrees Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term; at least 2 from AH.
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
Bird-Dole, Nancy, ASSST SPAN AH
Brender, William, PROF BUSI PR
Kepes, Peter, ASSST THDA AH
McKee, Marv, PROF EXCE PR
Pipkin, Helene, PROF HIST AH
Wurtz, David, ASSST DANM AH

Information Technology Policy Committee
Arts and Humanities
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Akbas, Atika, ASSOC FRIN AH
Cullen, Pam, ASSST ENGL AH

Social Sciences
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
Ansell, Aseel, ASSOC SOCI SS
Klein-Tasman, Berlin, ASSOC PSYC SS

Continuing Members
Darno, Amy, ASSST OCCU 10
Feuerstein, Richard, PROF PSYC 10
Van Horn, Winston, PROF APRI 10
Stark, Ann R., PROF HEALCMS 09
Heathington, Tracey, ASSST ANTH 09
Klemm, David, ASSOC EXCE 09
Chancellor OTHER Ex-Officio
President - UW Sys OTHER Ex-Officio
Libraries Committee
Three to be elected for a 3-yr term at least 1 from PR
Vote for no more than three.
Candidates
- Austin, Joe
  ASSOC HIST NS
- Law, Chin
  ASSOC EECN NS
- Matteson, Lydon
  ASSOC GEOG NS
- Mena, Ulises
  ASSOC ADM NS
- Sadowski, Marla
  ASSOC SOCW PR
- Winski, Deborah
  ASSOC CURR PR

Continuing Members
- Brinks, Karen
  ASSOC MATH 10
- Chand, Navneet
  ASSOC SOCI 10
- Cuhls, Adrian
  ASSOC EECN 10
- Levendis, William
  ASSOC MUSI 09
- Popp, Helen
  PROP NS 09
- Prov Rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- Grad Sch Dean
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- Libraries Dir
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- UWM Chan. or rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio

Nominations Committee
Four to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
- Allen, Mike
  PROF COMM NS
- Flores, Edgardo
  ASSOC GOVPRA PR
- Green, Daniel
  ASSOC SOCI NS
- Longwell-Gilow, Hope
  ASSOC CURR PR
- Marsic, Karen
  ASSOC NURS PR
- Missio, Debra
  PROF EECN NS
- Sobolewski, Konrad
  ASSOC CHEM PR
- Wollmer, Dietmar
  PROF INFO PR
- Zhao, Tian
  ASSOC EECN NS

Continuing Members
- Galvez-Schillhofer, Carla
  ASSOC HIST 09
- Jen, Tian-Dichen, Du
  ASSOC MATH 09
- Passion, Rita
  ASSOC CHEM 09
- Sec of Univ
  OTHER Ex-Officio

Physical Environment Committee
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Lynn, Paul
  ASSOC PHYS NS
- Steiner, Larry
  ASSOC THEA AH

Continuing Members
- Danko, Ken
  (P-A) NURS 10
- Gooden, Mary Kay
  PROF HEALADM 10
- Allen, Mike
  PROF COMM 09
- Gehling, Sara
  (1-A) LS 09
- Balmat, Harvey
  PROF ARCH 09
- Snyder, Gil
  ASSOC ARCH 09
- Adv Asst Rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, GFC
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- Sec of Univ
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- UWM Chan Rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- VC Rep
  OTHER Ex-Officio
- Chair, AFCC
  OTHER Ex-Officio

Research Policy Committee
Professions
One to be elected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Martin, Larry
  PROF ADNM PR
- Smith, Ron
  PROF OCCN PR

Continuing Members
- Ephraim, Frances
  ASSOC PHYS 10
- Hade-Taymaz, Reza
  ASSOC PSYCH 10
- Laster, Michael
  ASSOC PHI 09

Subcommittee on Graduate Course & Curriculum
One to be selected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than one.
Candidates
- Gordon, Michael
  ASSOC HIST AH

Continuing Members

Subcommittee on Graduate Fellowships
Four to be selected for a 3-yr term.
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates
- Chan, Zeeshan
  ASSOC MECH NS

Continuing Members
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Kedzuskie, Goldie, ASSOC SOCW PR
Klein-Tsacnos, Bonita, ASSOC PSYC SS
Levine, Elaine, ASST JOUR AH
Walsby, Edan, ASSOC ARCH PR

Subcommittee on Graduate Program Reviews

Six to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than six.
Candidates

    Malms, Heather, ASST ADMI PR
    Austin, Tom, ASSOC HIST AH
    Hewitt, Janene, ASSOC NURS PR
    Keves, Maureen, ASSOC EXCE FR
    Olson, Janet, PROF INFO PR
    Streeck, Joseph, ASSOC ARCH PR

Continuing Members

University Committee

Two to be elected for a 3-yr term; no more than 1 from L&S; Math, Ed Psych, Dance, Geography ineligible
Vote for no more than four.
Candidates

    Frenzen, Enrique, ASSOC GOV AF PR
    Jay, Gregory, PROF ENGL AH
    Jen, Yee-Chien, Dr, ASSOC MECH NS
    Marcus, Richard, ASSOC BUSI SS
    Streeck, Ralph, PROF BIOL NS
    Volker, William, PROF BOCI SS

Continuing Members

University Relations Committee

Two to be elected for a 3-yr term. Vote for no more than two.
Candidates

    Jaeger, Glenn, PROF HIST AH
    Langwell-Gluck, Hope, ASST CURR PR
    Melarrero-Acosta, Maria, ASSST SPAN AH
    Phelan, Paula, PROF COMDIS PR

Continuing Members

    Thoman, Gregory, ASST ARCH 10
    Gehr, Renee, PROF HEALCS 09
    Lurwick, Don, ASSOC NURS' 09
    Boling, James, (I-A) ACAD 08
    Comm Rel OTHER, Ex-Officio
    Sec of Univ OTHER, Ex-Officio
    Vice Chair OTHER, Ex-Officio
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